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I have a ketchup fetish
Holy shit, it's true.
I was compelled by my daughter to buy some green ketchup
She pours it on her ice cream, her pancakes...
It doesn't matter, though, MCR is an incredible band
Needless to say, there's little that fazes me.
You get turned on by bathing in ketchup
Or a sweet red-head who spills ketchup on her dress and shows her...
With one thin line of ketchup
Am I the only one who likes ketchup this much?
Pikachu has a ketchup fetish
- he is easily pleased!
Jigglypuff has serious issues
He tries to be sneaky when he takes ketchup out of the kitchen
So Kerry is a flip flopping, skeletor look-alike who has some sort of
ketchup fetish
Usually wears wrangler jeans and a white tshirt
Around in Karo syrup with food coloring, fake blood
So when I emerged from the lake, my friends cheered me on with, "Go
Heinz 57!"
Shampooed in ketchup
I was actualy expecting action when I read this title
Dawson West, '07

You love most things ordinary,
in season, but you cull these
out in the corners of Kroger
from the other dull January harvest;
when the summer-ripe bushes are bare,
you bring them in hulled, half-handfuls,
serve them in your mother's cut crystal
dishes and with clotted cream and sugar
you make them taste sweeter to
our tongues than in the season
they are brought in big ripe
bushels from the backyard,
plenty for pies and still
leftovers enough to get
the bees giddy with drink. But what
we remember best is how winter's
snow banks welcome red. Once,
sledding down the hill, your son
my brother broke open his nose.
When blood spilled to snow in
crimson clots you buried the wound in
the elemental abundance — a cool whiteness,
a poultice as present as the skin of your palm —
your palm as quick, as poised as
if for spooning heaps of sugar to
the season's sour berries - that growth
you seek - digging through the chill of weak
winter produce, the pale vegetables, vigilant for
the dark bruise they make, like you watch
the mole, risen on creamy drift of clavicle, grow
rutilant, a cancer you cannot afford to cut out
until you make sure our bones are set, sure
we are sustained and then some,
that the cut crystal is clean enough
to be held to the light and send out its
inherited prisms. You prefer we have
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